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What should I already know? 

How does this link to past learning? 

What vocabulary should I learn? New French sounds 

aille – taille  

u - tu 

è – règle 

eaux - ciseaux 

 

 

 

 

In French, the letter 

‘y’ can either be a 

consonant or a 

vowel. In the word 

‘stylo’, it is a vowel 

sound /ee/. 

 

Classroom objects 

• Numbers to 20. 

• Days and months. 

• Asking someone how old they are and where 

they live. 

• Telling someone how old I am and where I 

live. 

• ‘un’ is used with masculine nouns and ‘une’ is 

used with feminine nouns. 

• To form a negative, we put the words ‘ne’ 

and ‘pas’ at either side of the verb (e.g. Je 

ne mange pas – I don’t eat). 

 

a pen 

a pencil 

a work book 

a reading book 

a pencil sharpener 

a rubber 

a ruler 

a pencil case 

a calculator 

some scissors 

un stylo 

un crayon 

un cahier 

un livre 

un taille crayon 

une gomme 

une règle 

une trousse 

une calculatrice 

des ciseaux 

What should I know by the end? Question and answers 

Apostrophes 

In French, sometimes words are contracted (2 words 

become 1 word with an apostrophe). This is when 

one word ends in a vowel and another starts with a 

vowel: 

 

Example 1 

I have – Je + ai              ‘Je’ ends in an ‘e’ 

                                        ‘ai’ starts with an ‘a’ 

 

So the words go together and the first vowel 

is hidden by the apostrophe:     J’ai 

 

 

Example 2 

I don’t have – Je + ne + ai + pas 

 

‘ne’ and ‘ai’ contract and it becomes: 

 

Je n’ai pas 

Have you got…? 

I have… 

I don’t have… 

In my pencil case… 

and 

but 

As-tu…? 

J’ai… 

Je n’ai pas de… 

Dans ma trousse… 

et 

mais 

What should I be able to do by the end? 

• Identify classroom objects. 

• Say what is in my pencil case. 

• Say what isn’t in my pencil case using a 

negative correctly. 

• Design a superhero utility belt. 

• Count to 31. 

Numbers 21-31 How will I use this learning in the future? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

vingt-et-un 

vingt-deux 

vingt-trois 

vingt-quatre 

vingt-cinq 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

vingt-six 

vingt-sept 

vingt-huit 

vingt-neuf 

trente 

trente-et-un 

• Using more negatives (there isn’t…) 

• Using the verb ‘to have’ to describe 

myself and others (e.g. She has 

brown hair). 

• Using numbers to describe aliens 

(He has 7 eyes). 

 


